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Anti spiral vs battle wiki

Watch a source sharing people ask, why are you fighting? Why are you killing? Why are you ruining it? They will die with these unanswered questions. It's humanity's happiness. ~ The dismissal of the anti-spiral anti-spiral anti-spiral (ア チパパル, Anchisupairaru?), also known as an anti-spiral king or anti-spiral leader, is
the leader and collective consciousness of the anti-spiral race and the true yantagonist of Tengen Toppa Gurren-Lagann. It appeared as a humanoid silhouette of abstract, wiggling matter, and its final turn was to prevent the spiral nemesis by destroying all spiralling people. Lifting Powers and Statistics: High 1-C | 1-C
High | Name 1-C High: Anti-Spiral | Anti-spiral race Source: Tengen Toppa Gurren Lagann Sex: None (is the collective consciousness of an complete species) Age: Unknown, At least thousands of years old (as it appeared even before Lordgenum launched its attack 1000 years ago), hinted at being an old classification
of 100 years: anti-spiral, anti-spiral leader/consciousness, cosmic being, expression of an entire race, ruler of the universe forces and abilities: superhuman physical characteristics, higher dimensional existence, Warp reality, large size (type 10), pilot, creation (can create super-spiral universe and cause big bangs),
telepathy (talking to Simon before his death and before first contacting the Dai-Goren team through his entire universe), teleportation, elasticity, manipulation Energy (absorption, conversion, projection), brain manipulation (using the extra-dimensional labyrinth), creating illusion (shown Simon Nemesis spiralling through
his brain) quantum manipulation (destroyed Lazengan on a quantum level and turned it into energy) , probability manipulation (including sewing certainty and can passively change the probability of opponents defending attacks and avoiding harm through multidimensional probability fluctuations), size manipulation, portal
creation, BFR, spatial manipulation, time manipulation (can attack from the past and future), time travel (can move up and up the timeline), non-corporeal (consciousness behind the expression has no body), Danmaku, immunity to mental manipulation (it has no soul), resistance to radiation manipulation and brain
manipulation (the collective consciousness behind the expression consists of countless minds on the home planet of the anti-spiral), aura, regeneration (divine low), 3 and 8; rely on the anti-spiral race), easy manipulation, higher dimension manipulation and Mimicry power (can replicate their opponent's abilities in its own
way), will without responsibility, material manipulation, biological manipulation (can create artificial creatures such as Nia, have the ability to transform life forms into lesser and less powerful entities) , Resilient Negativity, Hand-in-Hand Skilled Combat, Self Food (Type, 2 and 3), impact, subspace travel, dimensional
travel, Power manipulation, pressure and gravity manipulation, power field creation, progression immunity (can stop their evolution by purging themselves of spiral force), drill prominence, resurrection (can resurrect people from the dead, and alter their memories and personalities), technological manipulation (can alter
spaceships in the form of moons), explosion manipulation, flight, spaceflight, FTL, manipulation metaphysics, weapons control , Enhanced Senses, Physical Law Manipulation, Cosmic Manipulation, Cosmic Awareness, Powerful Attack Galaxy Attacks: High Complex Multiverse Level (Crushed Tengen Toppa Gurren
Lagann using multiple galaxies.] 1][2] Able to directly match Tengen Toppa Gurren Lagann, even after the latter sustained the Big Bang Storm Infinity [1]), can ignore conventional resistance through manipulation A high complex multi-universe level (managed to destroy the STTGL drill, a man made of several super-spiral
universes that were much stronger than TTGL, and tore every denominator inside until Goren Lagaan's drill defeated Super Granzboma[2]), can ignore conventional resistance through probability manipulation | A high complex multi-universe level (capable of maintaining and controlling the super-spiral universe, manifold
of the Bran universe between the 10th and 11th dimensional universes, consistent with a dimensional reality of 10+1[3]), can ignore conventional resistance through probability manipulation speed: massive warp+ | Massive Space-Ass+ | Space-ass+, most likely anywhere in their field of lifting power: idly | I'm idly |
Idlessly impressive power: High complex versatility | Multifunctional High Complex | High multi-level durability: High complex multi-universe level | High Complex Multi-Universe Level | High Endurance Complex Multi-Universe Level: Unlimited Range: High complex multipurpose (can attack through the entire super spiral
universe) Standard equipment: Can use its powers to create weapons like Muganns, Anti-Goren Lagaan, Ashtangs, Death Spiral Machine, Granzeboma and Super Granzeboma Optional Equipment: Extermination systems set up on different cultures, a number of galaxies throwing as shurikens for Granzeboma
intelligence: likely close to Omniscient. Being the collective consciousness of the anti-spiral race as a whole, which managed to create universes and apparently enter and create higher dimensions, they likely possessed an almost anaesthic scope of knowledge because they had a progressive understanding of all the



phenomena of the multiverse and were able to effortlessly predict the life paths of the end of spiral racing, each with the inevitable peak of spiral nemesis. They even managed to empathize with their driven enemy in their final moments, as they made him promise to protect the great universe like Pay; A promise he got.
Standard tactics: The anti-spiral fights by inflicting utter desperation on its opponents and uses all sorts of reality distortion and probability manipulation. Weaknesses: paranoia and arrogance. The anti-spiral is convinced that the evolution of spiral power will lead to so-called spiral nemesis, When a giant black hole
appears to devour every possible reality into the empty void of nothingness, the Commonwealth (it prefers to crush its opponent(s) by fighting for their respective fighting levels, brings them to utter despair) Myrtle: Notable Attacks/Techniques: Anti-Spiral Giga Drill Break Meteor Anti-Spiral-Nova: Anti-Spiral Shoots Beams
In All Holes From All Over The Body of Anti-Goran Lagann. Anti-spiral Giga Drill Max: Anti-spiral strikes Drill from both arms of Anti-Goran Lagann on the opponent, then kick it, then jump, stand out from the whole body, stretching it out and piercing the opponent. You could say about the Granzaboma, but the anti-spiral
exercise isn't for digging unlike Simon's, because he only specializes in breaking the opponent. Out-of-death maze: The anti-spiral captures intelligent creatures in a series of universes created soon after by one's own consciousness. As long as the target is intelligent, they cannot escape this technique unless they
receive recognition of their true selves within the technique. Infinity Big Bang Storm: Anti-Spiral catches two galaxies and merges them together, with a burst as a result of energy compared to the Big Bang by Liron. IBBS can destroy an opponent at the quantum level (Lazengann was said to have had a quantum
breakdown when he was hit by the attack). Random warp: Although the anti-spiral has never personally used this attack, it should be capable of using the same capabilities as the Ashtanga-class ship. When turned on, the anti-spiral randomly pops up and down the timeline. It allows him to attack an opponent from the
past and the future. It also makes it impossible to hit an anti-spiral unless the target is able to respond with their own space-time manipulation. Shuriken Galaxy: Uses Granzeboma's big shoulder arms to literally throw galaxies at his opponent. In the novel version it is called Super Galaxy Busting Halo. Energy rays:
Granzeboma super shoots a huge number of beams in all directions with little regard for accuracy. However, these rafters proved remarkably destructive, devastating to everything they hit. Immortality: The anti-spiral race exists in freezing and therefore does not age. The expression itself cannot die as long as the
collective consciousness behind it exists. Consciousness in the Torah is the confused collection of all minds of race. Anti-Spiral Giga Drill Break: Super Granzeboma uses all its energy to create a big one Hence the name: Giga Drill Break. Developer: Granzboma | Super Granzboma | The anti-spiral explanations are both
the leader's and the physical manifestation of the anti-spiral consciousness after they have sealed themselves to purge their race of spiral power. Their advanced technology gives it divine powers, which when used appear as red energy. With these abilities, he is able to manipulate the laws of physics and quantum
mechanics (until the probability is changed), which he exercises regularly both offensively and as a form of intimidation. The anti-spiral is Lordeganum's nemesis, and responsible for the madness of Lordganum after explaining to him the nature of the spiral nemesis. Super Robot Wars Gallery Z2 Saisei-hen - Anti-Goran
Lagan AttacksSuper Robot Taisen Z3 Jigoku-hen ~ Granzeboma All Attacks ~ Add a picture to this gallery and other notable victories: Notable losses: The Profile of the Doctor (Doctor Who) Doctor (anti-spiral was high 1-C and the Doctor had preparation time) Conclusive adjustments: Community content references
available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Stupid creatures, drunk on your spiral power. The synopsis of the anti-spiral race, or simply the anti-spiral, is a mysterious species of human being who understood the danger of spiral nemesis long ago. They found the means to stop their evolution by purging
themselves of spiral power, capturing them in a state of suspended animation as their collective consciousness became a form to purify the universe of all spiralling people. Rank of Powers and Statistics: 3-A | At least 2-B, Perhaps 2-A Name: The Anti-Spiral Source: Tengen Toppa Gurren-Lagann Sex: None (is the
collective consciousness of an whole species) Age: Unknown, implied to be the old classification eos: collective consciousness of alien race forces and abilities: superhuman physical characteristics, imitation of power (can replicate TTGL's drill attacks), creating illusions (can capture its opponents into an illusion world) ,
telepathy, reality TV distortion (can create Granzeboma out of nowhere), reactive evolution (Granzeboma can evolve to keep up with its adversary), atomization (stated that its infinity Big Bang storm can destroy the opponent until the D.N.A.'s latest scrap, Can destroy your opponent down to quantum level), manipulate
energy (turned two galaxies into big bang) and probability manipulation (can change the probability of your opponent blocking the attack and manipulate multidimensional probability fluctuations) attack intensity : Level of the Universe | Multiverse level, perhaps multiverse+ level (fought super Tengen Toppa Goren
Lagann and subdued his Giga drill breaker while keeping back, created the infinite multiverse maze) Speed: massive FTL+ (438 billion times the speed of light by 25 Quadrillion Times the Speed of Light with Granzeboma) | Massive intensity FTL+ (hundreds of quintili times of FTL due to size) Powerlifting: Multi-galactic
(casually picked up two galaxies) Impressive power: Universal (can damage Tengen Toppa Gurren-Lagann, crushed TTGL despite multiple galaxies) | Versatile, perhaps multi-level durability: Universe level (can fight TTGL) | Multiverse Level, Perhaps Multiverse+ Level (Much Better Super Tengen Toppa Gurren Lagann)
Endurance: Divine (Can Fight TTGL) Range: Universal | Multifunctional Standard Multifunctional Equipment: Granzboma | Super Granzeboma Intelligence: Supergenious (is the collective consciousness of all anti-spiral races, fought spiral races for many months before the events of the show) Weaknesses: Prefeers Fair
Fight, and tends to fight his opponent using the same level of mech. Key: Canon | The lights in the sky are stars and other notable victories: notable losses: inconclusive games: matches:
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